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Daniel SiddallDaniel Siddall

Like many readers of this magazine I should imagine, I always dreamed of building a
little railway in my back garden when I was a child and I enjoyed visiting them.When
my son George was born, we started revisiting many of the railways I had loved as a

child, and as we became more and more obsessed, we started thinking that maybe that
childhood dream could become a reality.

Location, Location, Location…

Living in central London, with a very small garden, the only viable location to build a
railway - even a 5-inch gauge railway - would be my mother’s garden in Bushey,

Hertfordshire. Her garden was rather overgrown around the edges, but an acceptable 40
metres long and eight metres wide.The idea was to build a private railway of a fair length -
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maybe 80 metres - and for it to be open
to family, friends and neighbours, plus
visiting locos and and any other visitors
who might be interested.We also
wanted to bring the garden back to life,
having spent so many years watching the ivy slowly taking over.

The garden although large, had many obstacles to contend with, from huge oak and
chestnut trees down to very deep borders of rose, blackberry and buddleia. On top of
that, the ivy had completely taken hold, and covered just about everything.

There were many plus sides though - an old pond to bridge, a central lawn and many
possibilities for creating natural ‘tunnels’ through the borders.

Gauge, Track & Landowners...

From the outset we knew it had to be a ‘ride on’ railway.We love all gauges, but we
particularly like the aesthetic of 71/4- and 5-inch. It was obvious from the outset that

71/4-inch gauge wouldn’t be practical, not just because of the price (the whole project was
to be financed by self!), but also because the curve at the top of the garden would have to
be 10-foot radius because of a huge shed on one side.Although a 10-foot radius is a little
tight for 5-inch gauge, it was the gauge of choice for us.

We decided to use PNP Plastic’s clip-fit 16mm aluminium track. It was fast to make
and seemed perfect for
our needs, and I liked
the look of the plastic
sleepers when they
were laid at 100mm
centres. For ballast we
used 20mm limestone
chippings from a local
DIY store (delivered in
one-tonne bags) laid on
heavy-duty garden
membrane. So far we
have got through about
seven tonnes of
chippings (one tonne
per 10 metres of
track).

From the outset,
my mother had
stipulated that the
railway had to be ‘non-
invasive’, so rather than
chopping huge cuttings
into the ground and
felling trees, we were to
take the lead from the garden, and let the track follow a natural route around.

One major issue right from the start was an old apple tree stump that on no account
could be removed. It seemed to completely block any chance of joining the track into a
loop without climbing quite high to pass over the trunk, which would have an unacceptable
knock-on effect further up the line (more on this later).

As the railway evolved, these limitations caused severe headaches, but in a way made it
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“...it had to be a ride-on railway,
but it was obvious that 71/4-inch
wasn’t going to be practical...”

Assembling track
panels using the PNP

system. It’s easy to put
together, and tough enough
for domestic use, although
the hollow sleepers are less

stable than solid ones
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simpler to design, as we had
little choice in where we laid
the track (although we did make
some big mistakes). Ultimately, I
think the rather ‘natural’ state
of the garden will turn out to
be an asset, as nature will
rapidly take back some of the
areas around the track
disturbed during the work.

Down each side of the
garden we found that although
the borders were very deep
(three metres in places) they
had grown inwards away from
the garden walls, leaving a
natural gap for track-laying, and
a partial screen of plants, so the
railway wasn’t too intrusive to
the eye. Every now and then the
track would emerge from the
undergrowth giving tantalising
glimpses to visitors.

Lack of Planning!

The idea was simple - a level
balloon loop round a tree at

the top of the garden, with ten-foot radius curves, and a long siding towards the house.
What we failed to take account of was that the garden slopes steadily down towards

the house.We thought a level circuit would mean a slight cutting at the top of the garden,
and a modest embankment at the bottom. Big mistake.We underestimated the sheer
amount of earth that needed to be moved to maintain the level round the rear of a huge
chestnut tree, not to mention the roots that we were going to encounter from another
huge oak tree.We’d
already purchased the
first set of points and
pre-formed the ten-foot
radius track panels by
this time, but we had to
abandon the idea.This
was an example of a
terrible lack of planning,
and a blind eagerness to
lay track without
thinking it through!

Progress had been
very slow. In two years
we had only laid 25
metres of track and spent
hundreds of pounds on a
pair of points and pre-

With topsoil removed, a heavy-
duty liner goes down, followed by 20mm
limestone chippings.This is the shallower

ascent to the summit of the line

Levels and Gradients 

Before committing to anything, do what the professionals have done for
hundreds of years, and get some accurately levelled pegs in the

ground.The operation costs nothing, and it’s easy too. For level track, set
your reference peg, find a suitably rigid piece of wood, put a spirit-level on
top and hammer the next peg in to the same height. More likely, you’ll be

choosing a ruling gradient. In this case, your levelling bar has to be a
chosen length (say two metres), with a block of wood screwed on one end
to keep the wood level as the pegs rise or fall. So with a two-metre bar, a

1:50 gradient would need a 4cm block (200cm ÷ 50 = 4cm). If the
height or depth of the pegs begins to get scary, choose a different route or
a different gradient. Ignore the soothsayers of doom... a gradient of 1:50 is

for the trunk lines of this world, and 1:25 is no great issue on a small-
scale garden line, or anything up to double that if you don’t mind limiting
trailing loads.The same goes for curves - gentle curves make for smooth,
easy operation, but astonishingly tight curves will work at lower speed and

with simple, lightweight rolling stock.You might not end up with the
railway you expected, but finding out will have cost nothing...
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curved track for an abandoned idea. It became clear that if we were to build a circuit around
the garden we would have to work hard and do some long days. In summer 2019, we
decided to go for this bolder option, and stick closer to the contours of the garden.

This decision led to three weeks doing ten hours of work almost every day.We found
we could lay three or four metres of track on a good day if we put our backs into it.As
there was only two of us working (and George is just 13), I did the heavy work and he did
a great job of clearing the undergrowth, building the track panels and connecting them with
fish-plates. He also found he has a particular talent for fettling.

As track-laying progressed, it became clear that the incline was going to be about 1:50
around the sharp top curve, so we decided to make this first stretch the ‘downward’ side
of the circuit and attempt to reduce the gradient on the other side of the garden. It still
involved moving a lot of earth, as this was an old garden waste dumping ground and was
too soft to lay track on.We had to dig down a good 60cm to reach firm ground, but there
was scope for a more gradual incline of about 1:60 on the upward side, and we had at least
been able to use half of the curved track purchased for the previous scheme.

There are always those who say gradients should be avoided or shouldn’t be more
than a certain amount, but it’s the gradients that often make these small railways possible.
The same can be said for 10-foot radii curves, as there are 5-inch railways out there with
six-foot radius curves (the Wooburn Green Railway for example). Never let inclines and
curves put you off building a railway, and if necessary just tear up the ‘rule book’!

As we progressed around the front of the large shed we decided to make a small
crossing from garden decking, which was simple to do and looked nice I thought.At this
point I was still using up the pre-curved track panels, and I really wish I had invested in a
rail bender to straighten them out a bit. I did eventually buy one, but only after I had used
them all up.
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You can build quite an impressive 5-
inch gauge railway in a small garden, and a bit
of challenging topography makes it even more
fun! Daniel’s mum’s garden is on Bushey’s busy
High Street, just out of view beyond the front

garden on the right. It backs onto a golf course
on much higher land to the left of the map
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The result was that I put in curves of
ten-foot radius where they should have
been less. It really doesn’t pay to hold off
on a purchase when building a project like
this, and I plan to lift these sections and
resolve this as soon as I can, as the sharp
reverse curves (I was avoiding a tree)
make for an uncomfortable ride. It also
slows the train down - not what you need
on an incline, particularly with the
increased chance of a derailment.
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RIGHT: Looking up to the summit from the
original points during construction.A level
circuit around the tree would have meant

cutting through tree roots and excavating quite
a lot of earth.The decision to stick with the

contours, and keep on climbing around the top
curve proved to be a much better solution 

BELOW:Trains usually run clockwise. Starting
from the house (out of sight behind the shed),
the finished line climbs at 1:60 to a summit by
the shed, then descends at 1:50 round the ten-
foot radius curve, past the points in the middle
of the photo and back to the house.This is the
essence of a really good garden railway - the
line winds sinuously but unobtrusively through

the trees, enhancing rather than detracting from
the charms of an old garden.The short siding
couldn’t be made into a loop because of the
difference in level, which is clear to see.The

points have since been moved down to create
the new loop over the pond, which will be more

useful operationally
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The rail-bender gave us more freedom,
but we still had a lot to learn, and being a
complete novice in this area, I acted on
advice and whatever I could find on the
internet.We cut, curved and laid down the
outer rail for two lengths (sometimes three) at the correct level, making sure it was a
smooth transition, slid on the PNP chairs at 100mm centres, clipped on the plastic sleepers
and bent the inner rail to line up between the holes in the sleepers for the inner chairs.
We then marked where the chairs would go on the inner rail, slid those on and clipped the
rail in.We didn’t spend too much time trying to get it millimetre perfect to avoid over- or
under-bending the rail and getting ourselves in a bit of a mess.A tolerance of a few
millimetres either way is quite sufficient.

Completing the Circuit

In August we purchased a Maxitrak Planet battery loco and driver’s truck in kit form.This
allowed us to finally test the track, which went well after a few adjustments to the ballast

(we had too much of it between the rails). Incidentally, we recently took the Planet to the
ESSMEE railway in
Somerset and it
performed well pulling
11 fully-loaded mineral
wagons.

The new rail
bender allowed me to
make the final track
panels with relative
ease after a bit of
practice and also
facilitated a solution
for the old apple tree
stump, thanks to some
careful measurements
by George. By raising
the track a few
centimetres we were
able to pass between
the tree stump and the
garden wall, albeit with
limited clearance, but it
was the only option.
Getting the correct
radius for the final
track panels to line up
was a bit of a
challenge, but we got
there in the end.

A removable
section of track was
needed where people
enter the garden, as at
this location, the line is
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Maxitrak makes some superb little locomotives.The Planet is based on two-
foot gauge industrial practise. It weighs only 15kg, so it’s easy to transport, a
single car battery makes it cheap to run, and it can handle eight-foot radius
curves.With a total of 240 watts of power it should haul up to six adults and
climb impressive gradients, but not necessarily at the same time! This is the

raised section near the house, at the start of the long 1:60 climb

“...being a complete novice, I
acted on advice, and whatever I

could find on the internet...”
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raised by about 40cm,
so we built a
removable ‘bridge’ that
slots into place.This is
made out of wood
which is obviously a
temporary solution as
it swells and moves, so
it will be replaced with
a more stable
galvanised steel
Unistrut later on. I use
Unistruts a lot at work,
and they really are the
way forward for so
many construction jobs
- think grown-up’s
Meccano!

We are members
of the ESSMEE railway
in Somerset, and the
Phoenix 5-inch gauge
railway in Telford, and
on recent visits I found

both societies great pools of
knowledge.To span drain
covers, the ESSMEE used a
nicely engineered flat plate
under the track panel, that
locates on a steel peg at each
end - an excellent solution
that could be adapted for our
removable bridge. If you are
building a railway, join a club! 

ABOVE: Two tricky issues here:
putting in the final piece of track,
and bridging the tree stump.The
short straight piece of track is

being used as a position indicator.
The track had to be raised five

inches and stay at that height right
around the bottom of the circuit

LEFT: The railway crosses the path
on the level at the top of the
garden, but the line is on an

embankment down near the house.
The only way to cross the gap was
to make a removable bridge -  here
under construction in wood, but the

long-term plan is to use steel
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You’ll be able to
tap into a huge
knowledge base and
will see solutions to
problems you may be
experiencing. Not to
mention the use of
their track and
facilities, and there’s
the social side of
things too.
Volunteering at the
Brockwell Park
Railway in southeast
London also proved
an invaluable
experience.

To finish things off,
we needed a station!
A day spent with
some paving slabs,
ballast, an angle
grinder and some pre-
made picket fencing
sorted this out.The
fencing was cut down

to size and re-styled with
authentic pointed tops.
George added some plants
to finish it off. He has
started adding various plants
around the railway to
improve the look, choosing
only those that can live with
partial shade, as the garden
gets limited sunlight.
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ABOVE: A picket fence and a
few paving slabs are all you

need to make a charming little
station.A passenger carriage is

now a priority!
RIGHT: Much of the railway is
hidden behind the borders, so

relatively little of it can be
seen from the house and

paths, and vice-versa of course.
As on all the best railways, a
ride should leave the visitor

slightly disorientated, enticing
them to explore further
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The only big task currently on the works programme is the loop over the old pond. ABOVE: George
excavating the pond, and BELOW: a track panel resting across the chasm.This sort of experiment
can be very helpful, because no amount of planning and drawing can give a clear picture of the
finished article.The points come from the top loop, and the woodland planting has helped the

railway blend into the natural woodland floor.The loop should be finished by late December 2019
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Work in Progress and Beyond

We decided to re-use the point we
purchased and moved it to create a

new spur that will go across the old pond
and re-join by the station, giving an
alternative 20 metres of route when the
train goes round a second time.This is still
in progress and involves reinstating the
pond, which is a big job in itself.We also
plan to add a second 13-metre section
that will provide an inner loop for further
interest, but the latter is still subject to
‘planning permission’ from my ever
tolerant mother! 

Other future additions will be to add automation to the points, using 12- or 24-volt
linear actuators.These are easy to find on the internet, and are used for powering such
things as electric gates.They are usually IP weather rated (look for IP65 or greater) and
can be easily mounted in a box with a simple link to the point mechanism. it’s essential to
buy a motor with inbuilt limit switches, so they will cut-off after changing the points.We’ll
add a spring arrangement so the points can be trailed.

There are other means of automation, such as car window motors, but I have heard
that these can suffer from ‘bounce back’. George, who is very interested in signalling and
point automation, is also planning to add LED feathers which can be automated via micro-
switches within the actuator enclosure.

Of course all this will have to be operated from a signal-box of some sort, so I guess
we will have to adapt a small shed for this purpose. On the subject of sheds, there are five
sheds of various sizes in the garden, one of which we plan to use as storage for our loco
and rolling stock.We’re going to keep this simple with a siding almost to the shed door and
a removable section of track that drops in to join the existing track within the shed.

Conclusion

We had little experience when we started this project and that was reflected in the
problems, and has also resulted in my partner calling herself a ‘miniature railway

widow’, but after fighting with undergrowth and paying the price for errors, we have the
beginnings of a wonderful railway that sits sympathetically within my mother’s old garden.

There were times when we thought it wasn’t going to happen, but there’s no greater
feeling than when we joined up the two ends to complete the loop. If you are thinking of
building your first railway, please don’t be put off by so called limitations on incline and
radius, because there’s always a way of squeezing in a complete loop round a large garden,
or just building a simple ‘up and
down’ 15 metres long. Have a go!
You won’t regret it.

You can read more about the
Bushey Miniature Railway and keep
up to date with our progress on
the web pages.Visiting locos are
always welcome by appointment.
And do please contact us if you
would like to know any more or
have any advice.We’ve still got
much to learn!
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Signals and Points 

Some of the big commercial and club miniature
railways use signalling systems as complicated

as the real thing, often because the club has a tame
signal engineer on board. A garden railway doesn’t
require anything like this level of sophistication, and

you can build most things yourself with a bit of
ingenuity.We’ve published several articles on simple
colour light and semaphore signalling and points,

both manual and automated for garden railways.The
main articles - from our line and others - can be

found in MR5, 26, 28, 31, 34 and 44 

FACT FILE
The Bushey Miniature Railway

Location: 67 High Street, Bushey, Hertfordshire    
Gauge: 5-inch

Length: 91yds/83 metres (including new loop over pond)
Operational: 2019 on 

Loco: 2018 Maxitrak Planet 4w battery-electric
Operator: Daniel Siddall, 32 Liverpool Grove, London SE17 2HJ

Contact: 07929 969421 . daniel.siddall@gmail.com
Web: danielsiddall.wixsite.com/bmr-herts
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The letter about the Caledonian Railway 4-4-0 (page 5, MR44) reminded me of riding
on the Voryd Lilliput Railway at Rhyl in the late 1940s and early ‘50s.This 11-inch (or
possibly 111/4-inch) gauge line was home to a miniature Caledonian Railway 4-4-0 of

the kind turned out by the company’s St Rollox works in Glasgow.The miniature was built
by D Croall in around 1900, and it may or may not have a close - or arm’s length -
association with the St Rollox works.

The site at Rhyl had previously been the grounds of Voryd Hall, which by the early
years of the 20th Century was looking a bit out of place in the middle of a fast-growing
seaside resort. In the 1930s the grounds became a holiday camping site, before being
requisitioned during the Second World War, when the Hall was demolished, and in 1944,
sold off to showman Arthur ‘Sonny’ Twigdon who was looking for a site for an amusement

HistorHistoryy
The The VVororyd Lilliput Railyd Lilliput Railwwaayy

With thanks to John With thanks to John TTennantennant

PHOTO: Allan Pratt 3/8/50
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park. Most of the attractions at Voryd Park were
actually owned by third parties, who sublet a
concession, as was the case with the miniature
railway established by Len Beeland in 1947.

The railway was unusual in several ways. First
for the gauge - presumably dictated by the gauge of the 4-4-0 - and secondly for its length
of just 60 yards. It was crudely laid using very heavy rails (better suited to two-foot than
one-foot gauge) on widely-spaced sleepers, with little or no ballast.There was a water-
tower, a double-arm signal and later on, the ‘station’, which proudly carried the name
‘Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch’, the real thing being just 50
miles away on the L&NWR line to Holyhead.The Lilliput Railway was advertised as being
‘The smallest train in daily service’, which wasn’t true then or now, but it was arguably the
shortest miniature railway with the longest station name. It was also destined to be one of
the most short-lived...

If I remember rightly, there were no station buildings or other fripperies, and the staff
consisted of one man (presumably Mr Beeland), who drove the loco and collected the
fares, with a cash bag slung over his shoulder.The fare was 6d, the same as the much more
exciting ride all the way round the Marine Lake at the better known Rhyl Miniature Railway
over the road! 

I was only nine or ten years old at the time, and I didn’t have a camera, but I recently
came across these photos at a postcard fair. Although its origins also suggest a link to the
St Rollox railway works in Glasgow, the Lilliput Railway 4-4-0, number 769, appears to be
different to the one in MR44, now owned by Drummond Randall.The cab, chimney, dome,
splashers, steps and tender certainly look different. In one photo, the loco and tender have
been repainted in a lighter shade (perhaps Caledonian Blue?), with the initials ‘C R’ on the
tender replaced with ‘Lilliput Railway’.This photograph is labelled as dating from 1948,

“...it was arguably the
shortest miniature railway with

the longest station name...”
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The track was dreadful, but presumably No. 769 didn’t achieve much of a gallop over 60 yards! There
are so many differences (in terms of scale if nothing else) between this loco and Drummond Randall’s

4-4-0 (page 5, MR44) that it’s hard to believe they might be related. PHOTO: Unknown/J Twigdon Collection 
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whereas the others are labelled
1950, although that sounds like a
mistake.The coaches seem to be
different too. I don’t remember
more than one when I used to ride
on the train, but there were obviously two at some point.

Something must have happened to the locomotive, because it doesn’t seem to have
run beyond the 1950 season. For 1951, G & S Light Engineering’s newly outshopped Black
Five ‘Sonia’, was loaned to the line.This loco was 101/4-inch gauge, which presumably proved
too much of a discrepancy, because Sonia doesn’t appear to have operated much, if ever at
Rhyl that season.All through the following winter it was left to rot outside, and although it
survived (vandalism presumably being less of an issue in the early 1950s), it was
subsequently returned to (or salvaged by) G & S Engineering, overhauled and put up for
sale, ending up on the South Pier in Great Yarmouth from 1952.

The Twigdon family had tried in vain to attract a new miniature railway operator for
the 1952 season, but in view of the much bigger, more successful Rhyl Miniature Railway
across the road, and the failure of the previous operator, it’s perhaps not surprising that
no-one signed up.

“...Something must have happened to
the locomotive, because it doesn’t seem to

have run beyond the 1950 season...”
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ABOVE: The little ‘station’ with just part of the famous sign behind! At some point it looks as though
the loco was smartly repainted in a lighter tone and lined out, with ‘Lilliput Railway’ on the tender.
BELOW: One would expect the scruffier paintwork and ‘C.R.’ (presumably Caledonian Railway) to

date from before the repaint, but these features appear in the ostensibly later images. If those
dates are right, the photos below and on page 40 show the loco in its final days at Rhyl

PHOTO: Allan Pratt 2/8/48

PHOTO: B ROBERTS 23/4/50
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In the end, the concession was let to Claude Lane for his proposed 15-inch gauge
miniature tramway, that later moved to Eastbourne and - in substantially altered and
regauged form - is now firmly established at Seaton in Devon.

Claude was tipped off that the Rhyl site might be available and found a disused railway
and slowly rotting locomotive, although whether this was the 4-4-0 isn’t clear. In any event,
the Caledonian loco was saved, and it subsequently found its way to the city of its birth,
and can be seen today in the Glasgow Transport Museum.

And so everything ended pretty well considering. Rhyl was entering into a long drawn-
out period of decline, but the amusement park at Voryd Park survived for many years, and
the little tramway (now operated by the Twigdon’s) would have survived too, but by 1957
Claude was too busy at Eastbourne to deal with maintenance issues 330 miles away at
Rhyl, and he brought the arrangement to an end.

The 15-inch railway in Marine Park survived until 1969, but the site was too good to
stay vacant, and the line and equipment of such historic importance, that in 1978 it was
relaid and (give or take a few dodgy years) it has flourished there ever since.

The 1940s were a difficult time to set up a miniature railway. Families were desperate
for holidays, but some fathers were still away and some would never return, money was
tight and there were plenty of other recently demobbed men with the same idea. Some
railways did survive (Poole, Exmouth and Littlehampton spring to mind), but many others
disappeared as rapidly as they had sprung up, and Voryd Park was one of those. Interestingly,
although Claude Lane expected friction with the Rhyl Miniature Railway, the two 15-inch
railways seem to have got on well, trams and trains being very different things!

SOURCES: ‘Miniature Railway’ issue 44, ‘A history of the Lowestoft Miniature Railway’ by Peter
Scott, ‘Next Stop Seaton’ by David Voice
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VISIT THE SOUTH’S LARGEST MODEL
ENGINEERING & MODELLING EXHIBITION

LEADING SHOW OF ITS KIND OVER 55 KEY SUPPLIERS TO SEE OVER 45 CLUBS & SOCIETIES PRESENT
NEARLY 2,000 MODELS ON DISPLAY LIVE ACTION IN THE MODEL ACTIVE ZONE

EXCITING DEMONSTRATIONS IMAGINEERING FOUNDATION TO TALK TO YOUNG ENGINEERS
PASSENGER RIDES BEHIND THE 5" GAUGE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE

Last entry Friday & Saturday 4.00pm Sunday 3.00pm.
The Model Active Zone will close at 3.30pm on Sunday.

10am - 5pm Friday & Saturday
10am - 4.30pm Sunday

ALEXANDRA PALACE, LONDON

FRIDAY 17th to 
SUNDAY 19th 

JANUARY 2020

Featuring the Past, Present and Future of Modelling

@LMEE20London Model Engineering Exhibition Sponsored by

L M E E

Why not come along & share your 
enjoyment of your favourite pastimes 
with fellow enthusiasts & friends?

FREE PARKING for 1,500 cars & SHUTTLE BUS from local rail stations and main car park

www.londonmodelengineering.co.uk
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The Sutton Coldfield
15-inch Gauge Railway

Few of the ‘missing’ 15-inch
gauge lines are remembered
with as much nostalgia as the
Sutton Coldfield Miniature
Railway. ‘A great story, well
told, and great value. ‘In
Pictures’ is a photo
supplement of 106 mostly
black and white illustrations.
Plateway Press

£4.99 each

Miniature Railway Shop
Miniature Railway
Album
One Foot & Above
If you like your photos detailed
and intense, you will love this
selection.An interesting mix of
everyday and very rare
miniature locomotives.
Mainline & Maritime                   

£14.95

H.C.S.Bullock
His Life & Locomotives
Completely reworked by Bob Bullock,
the 2017 edition of this classic book
tells the story of one of the finest
miniature railway engineers, and looks in
detail at each of his iconic locomotives.
Many new photos, some in colour.
A to B Books

£11.95

Mardyke Miniature
Locomotives
Long overdue, this book covers the
locomotives produced by Mardyke
from the late 1960s to the present
day. Drawn in part from the notes of
the late Dave Holroyde.
Narrow Gauge Railway Society

£5.50

NEW Edition!
Next Stop Seaton!
We’d hesitate before buying an
expensive book about trams too, but
of course Seaton uses miniature
trams, and there are many points of
cross-over between rail and tram.
The book is excellent value too, with
no fewer than 429 photos, 129 pages
and much new material.
Adam Gordon

£25.00

NEW!
Tinkerbell
The First 50 Years
Long overdue. Paul Ash tells the
story of the ground-breaking
‘Tinkerbell’, from the first
locomotive in the late 1960s to
today’s complex web of classes and
sub-classes.The first edition is
almost sold out, so don’t delay!
Independent Publishing Network

£6.50

Sylvasprings Watercress
Narrow Gauge Railway
Revised by the Moseley Railway Trust
in 2011.Written and illustrated by Paul
Webb, with photographs by Patrick
Henshaw, this is the story of the 18-
inch gauge line at Doddings Farm in
Dorset - the last surviving narrow
gauge industrial railway in the UK.
Moseley Railway Trust

£6.95

NEW!
Miniature Railway
Album
Less than One Foot Gauge
If you like your photos detailed
and intense, you will love this
new selection covering the
smaller gauges.Once again, an
interesting mix of everyday and
very rare miniature locomotives.
Mainline & Maritime                   

£16.95

2020 Edition!
Brian Hollingsworth
More material has surfaced, enabling
Trevor to issue a third release of his
2017 DVD on the railways and
locomotives of Brian Hollingsworth.
30% longer than the 2nd edition, the
DVD now packs in nearly two hours
of rare archive material.
Trevor Warner

£12.95
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UK postage & packing £1.99 on all orders. Overseas orders, please use our web pages
for post-at-cost. Cheques payable to ‘A to B’, 40 Manor Road, Dorchester DT1 2AX, or by

credit or debit card on 01305 259998 or at www.miniature-railway.com

The Locomotives of Severn-Lamb Ltd - £9.95

Roanoke Miniature Locomotives - £4.50 NEW!
The Locomotives of David Curwen - £9.95

Bure Valley Railway - 
Engines, Carriages & Wagons - £5.50 NEW!

Romney Hythe & Dymchurch -
Engines, Carriages & Wagons - £6.99

Written by experts in the field, these books from the Narrow
Gauge Railway Society are superb little reference works. Note that

RH&DR Engines, Carriages & Wagons is almost out of stock. Please state
if you prefer the 2013 issue now, or the 2017 issue in February.The

titles speak for themselves! Narrow Gauge Railway Society

Binders
A very popular item. Each binder

holds nine issues. Gold embossed
on the front and spine.

£8 each or three for £21

MR1: Longleat, Poole Park, MR2: Oakhill, Greenly and Heywood, MR3: Dobwalls Remembered,
MR4: Purbeck School, Exbury Gardens, Hythe Pier, Doddings Farm, MR5: Cleethorpes Coast, Beer Heights,

MR6: Shillingstone, Joys of Life, MR7: North Bay, Scarborough, Strawberry Line, MR8: Stapleford Park,
Torry Hill, MR9: Bickington Steam, Packer’s Hill, MR10: Royal Victoria, Bolebroke Castle,

MR11: Luscombe Valley, Dudley Zoo, Parc de Ribes Roges, MR12: Great Torrington,
Downs School, MR13: Rudyard Lake, MR14: Les Anderson in Dorset, Patrick Henshaw

Collection, Poole Park, MR15: Triang Minic, Rhyl Centenary, Rhiw Valley, MR16: Ingfield Manor,
Exmoor Steam, Kerr’s, MR17: Tiny Tramway, Dreamland Margate, L.A. Live Steamers,

MR18: Croston & Longcroft, Lochfyne, MR19: Littlehampton,Woodland Way, MR20: Margate Pier,
Payton Heights, South Downs, Coniston, MR21: Weston-super-Mare, Queen Mary’s Hospital,

MR22: Weston Park, Hatfield House, Perrygrove, MR23: Ferrocarril Piedra Baya, Copall Paddock,
MR24: Wells & Walsingham, Faversham, MR25: Audley End, Beamish Rack, MR26: Strand Park,West Sussex,

MR27: Coate Water Park,Willow Wood, MR28: Far Tottering & Oyster Creek, Ravenglass & Eskdale,
MR29: Barton House, Pimlico, MR30: Cohunu Koala Park, Ingfield update, MR31: 15-inch German Locos, Stanhill Light Rly, MR32: Acton, Dobwalls,
MR33: Ashmanhaugh, Northside Lumber Co, MR34: Bickington, Isle Abbots, MR35: Diamond Valley Rly & Dobwalls Loco Update, MR36: RH&DR Cab Ride,
Timber Hill, MR37: Millerbeck,Thorpe, Julianstown Rectory, MR38: Lakeshore Railroad, MR39: Blatchington Branch, Bangs Galore & Gunpowder Creek,
MR40: Somerford Light Rly, MR41: Alderney, MR42: Return of Katie, Bankside, MR43: Radwell, Kitlands, Plum Line, MR44: Tan-y-Bwlch, Hampton Loade 

£2.50 each, or bargain packs: any 12 for £23, any 20 for £35, 35 for £54 (last chance as some stocks are low)

The Sutton Miniature Railway Story - £15.00
Still Steaming On! The Downs Light Railway - £15.00

The Porters Hill Railway Story - £15.00
It’s not often we review something and immediately place an
order, but we did in this case.These little documentaries from
Railfilms are amongst the best films you are likely to see on
miniature railways. Everything, from filming and editing to the
quality of the interviews and background music, is top-notch. It’s
rare to see so much care go into the production of something so
specialist, but here’s the evidence that it can be done, and we look
forward to more titles.

The DVDs are in PAL format, so primarily for European viewing, but
will suit many players and computer drives elsewhere Railfilms

Miniature Railway Back Numbers

The Locomotives of
Tom Smith
Tom Smith built around 50
miniature locomotives in his garage
between 1970 and 1993, but he
remains little known. Includes
numerous rare photographs, plus
original plans and drawings.
A to B Books

£9.99
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